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A REFINED LIFTING THEOREM FOR SUPERSINGULAR GALOIS
REPRESENTATIONS
ANWESH RAY
Abstract. Let p be an odd prime, F a finite field of characteristic p and let ρ¯ : GQ → GL2(F)
be a continuous Galois representation. Denote by χ¯ the mod p cyclotomic character. We assume
that the local representation ρ¯↾GQp is flat and irreducible and detρ¯ = χ¯. The celebrated theorem
of Khare and Wintenberger asserts that if ρ¯ satisfies some natural conditions, there exists a nor-
malized Hecke-eigenform f =
∑
n≥1 anq
n and a prime p|p in its field of Fourier coefficients
such that the associated p-adic representation ρf,p lifts ρ¯. In this manuscript we prove a refined
lifting theorem. Let ιp be the inclusion of the field of Fourier coefficients Q(f) of f into Q(f)p
and let vp be a p-adic valuation on Q¯p normalized by vp(p) = 1. We show that for any choice of
λ ∈ Z≥1, there exists a cuspidal Hecke eigenform f of weight 2 over Γ1(N) for (N, p) = 1 and a
prime p|p such that vp(ιp(ap)) = λ and the residual representation ρ¯ lifts to ρf,p. Thus all slopes
Z≥1 ⊂ Q>0 are realized as we vary over all Galois representations associated to cuspidal Hecke
eigenforms which lift ρ¯.
1. Introduction
1.1. Statement of theMainResult. Let p be an odd rational prime andF a finite field of charac-
teristic p. Let vp be a p-adic valuation on the algebraic closure Q¯p normalized by vp(p) = 1. Let f
be a normalized Hecke eigenform and letQ(f) denote the number field generated by the Fourier
coefficients of f andOf ⊂ Q(f) its ring of integers. Choose a prime p|p ofQ(f) and denote by
ιp : Q(f) → Q(f)p the corresponding inclusion. Letting Of,p denote the p-adic completion of
the ring of integersOf , the p-adic Galois representation attached to f is denoted by
ρf,p : GQ → GL2(Of,p).
Let ρ¯ : GQ → GL2(F) be an odd absolutely irreducible Galois representation which is un-
ramified at all but finitely many primes. The theorem of Khare and Wintenberger (previously
referred to as Serre’s conjecture) asserts that ρ¯ lifts to a modular p-adic Galois representation ρf,p
for a normalized Hecke eigenform f and a prime p|p ofQ(f). We examine the case when ρ¯↾GQp
is flat and irreducible. In this case, an eigenform f for which ρf,p lifts ρ¯ is supersingular at p, i.e.
vp(ιp(ap)) ∈ Q>0.
Let χ denote the p-adic cyclotomic character and χ¯ denote its reduction and let ω2 be a choice
of fundamental character of level 2.
Theorem 1.1. Let ρ¯ : GQ → GL2(F) be a Galois representation for which
(1) ρ¯ is unramified outside a set of finitely many primes S ,
(2) the local representation ρ¯↾GQp is flat and irreducible,
(3) det ρ¯ = χ¯,
and let λ ∈ Z≥1.
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There exists a eigenform f =
∑
n≥1 anq
n ∈ S2(Γ1(N)) such that (N, p) = 1 and for a certain
p|p inOf
(1) the residue field k(p) ⊆ F and the ramification index e(p|p) = 1 and consequently,
Of,p ⊆W (F).
(2) With respect to the embedding ιp : Q(f) →֒ Q(f)p,
vp(ιp(ap)) = λ.
(3) There is a finite set of primes X disjoint from S such that the Galois representation ρf,p is un-
ramified outside S ∪X .
(4) The characteristic zero representation ρf,p lifts ρ¯
GQ,S∪X GQ,S GL2(F).
GL2(W (F))
ρ¯
ρf,p
Weare led to define the notion of the slope of any flat deformation of ρ¯↾GQp . This notion for local
Galois representations is an adaptation of the global notion of the slope of the p-th Fourier coef-
ficient of a normalized Hecke eigencuspform giving rise to a deformation of ρ¯. We show that for
any fixed λ ∈ Z≥1, the slope-λ flat deformations of ρ¯↾GQp are parametrized by a closed subscheme
of the deformation space of all flat deformations of ρ¯↾GQp . Using the method of [KLR05], we may
lift ρ¯ a number of steps so that when restricted to GQp it has slope-λ. The slope-λ deformation
condition has the property that at this stage it is preserved by action of the entire tangent space
of the functor of flat-deformations. Consequently, at this stage the global deformation problem
becomes balanced and it becomes possible to lift it to characteristic zero by applying the classical
method due to Ramakrishna which involves annihiliating the associated dual Selmer group of the
deformation problem. The global deformation comes from a normalized cuspidal Hecke eigen-
form f . The field of Fourier coefficients of f and the set of primes of ramification can be expected
to be really large for any choice of λ.
There has been some interest in understanding the variation in the slope of the Fourier coeffi-
cient ap(f) for cuspidal Hecke eigenforms lifting a fixed residual Galois representation from the
point of view of the p-adic Langlands program. The readermay contrast the global lifting theorem
proved in this manuscript with the local results of Berger-Li-Zhu (see [BLZ04]), Buzzard-Gee ( see
[BG09] and [BG13]) and Ganguli-Ghate (see [GG15]) who classify the local representation ρ¯f↾GQp
as f ranges over all cuspidal Hecke eigenforms f ofweight k ≥ 2 such that the slope of the Fourier
coefficient ap(f) lies in various sub-intervals of (0,∞).
1.2. A Sketch of the Approach via Deformation Theory. We now provide a slightly more
detailed sketch of the strategy involved. We lift our residual Galois representation to ρ : GQ →
GL2(W (F)) such that
(1) ρ is unramified at all but finitely many primes,
(2) detρ = χ,
(3) ρ↾GQp is flat and irreducible,
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(4) ρ↾GQp satisfies a certain deformation conditionwhich will have the effect of prescribing the
valuation of the p-th Fourier coefficient of a normalized cuspidal eigenform which whose
associated Galois representation may satisfy this condition.
Fix λ ∈ Z≥1, at the prime p, we use a variation of the Ramakrishna’s flat deformation functor
from [Ram93]. If f =
∑
n≥1 anq
n is a normalized eigenform and p|p is a prime ofQ(f) such that
ρ¯f,p = ρ¯ and ρf,p satisfies this local deformation condition at p, then vp(ιp(ap)) = λ. Let C be
the category of Noetherian coefficient rings overW (F), for R ∈ C, its maximal ideal is denoted
by mR. Let F denote Ramakrishna’s flat deformation functor defined so that F(R) consists the
deformations ̺ of ρ¯↾GQp toR
GQp GL2(F)
GL2(R)
ρ¯↾GQp
̺
such that ̺ is flat and det ̺ = χ. It is a consequence of a theorem of Ramakrishna that F is
represented byR = W (F)[|X|] (see [FM95, Theorem B2]).
The functor of points of Aˆ1 = W (F)[|Y |]when evaluated atR ∈ C with maximal idealmR is
Aˆ1(R) = HomC(W (F)[|Y |], R) ≃ mR.
The strategy employed in this manuscript involves a number of steps. There is a subfunctorFλ
of F ×SpecW (F) Aˆ1 for which Fλ(R) consists of pairs (ρ, U) ∈ F(R) × mR with a prescribed
slope relation. Let π1 and π2 be the first and second projections of SpecR×SpecW (F) Aˆ
1, we show
that Fλ is representable by a closed subscheme ofXFλ and that π2 induces an isomorphism π2 :
XFλ
∼
−→ Aˆ1. At a prime v ∈ S\{p} the local deformation condition Cv is the condition described
in Proposition 1 of [Ram02]. The projection π1 induces a natural transformation π1 : Fλ → F .
Let Cλp be the local condition at p prescribed by
Cλp (R) := image{π1(R) : F
λ(R)→ F(R)}.
We show that Cλp defines a liftable subfunctor of F . Moreover, the slope relation implies that if
f =
∑
n≥1 anq
n is a normalized eigenform and p|p is a prime of Q(f) such that ρ¯f,p = ρ¯ and
satisfiesFλ then vp(ιp(ap)) = λ. For a finite length ringR ∈ C the precise definition of the slope
of a deformation of ρ¯↾GQp involves the analysis of the Fontaine-Laffaille module associated to it.
We apply the method in [KLR05] to lift ρ¯ up to
ρλ+2 : GQ → GL2(W (F)/p
λ+2)
after which the Ramakrishna method is employed to produce a finite set of auxiliary primes and
a characteristic zero weight 2 deformation
ρ : GQ,S∪X → GL2(W (F))
subject to the local conditions Cv . Since ρ↾GQp ∈ C
λ
p this deformation is in particular flat and
supersingular.
The Fontaine-Mazur conjecture for absolutely irreducible GQ-representations is fully estab-
lished in [Kis09] for all but one exception in the ordinary case. In particular, rank 2 super singular
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representations which satisfy the conditions of the Fontaine-Mazur conjecture are modular and
consequently ρ coincides with a family of representations with slope λ and varying weight whose
points of classical weight coincide with representations arising from cusp forms of slope λ.
The methods in this manuscript do not as of yet carry over to non-integral λ ∈ Q>0. The
Ramakrishna method as originally conceived applies to produce deformations of ρ¯ to ρ : GQ →
GL2(O) whereO is the valuation ring of an unramified extension ofQp.
1.3. Acknowledgements. I am very grateful to my advisor Ravi Ramakrishna for introducing
me to his Galois-theoretic lifting method and for some helpful suggestions. I would also like to
thank Brian Hwang, Aftab Pande and Stefan Patrikis for some fruitful conversations.
2. Notation
In this section we summarize some basic notation in this manuscript.
• The prime p is an odd prime and F is a finite field of characteristic p.
• The p-adic valuation vp : Q¯p → Q ∪ {∞} is normalized by vp(p) = 1.
• The completion of Q¯p w.r.t the valuation vp is denoted by Cp. We simply denote the ex-
tension of the valuation toCp by vp which takes values inR ∪ {∞}. The valuation ring is
denoted byOCp .
• The ring of Witt vectors with residue field F is denoted byW (F) andK := W (F)[1/p].
The fieldK is the unramified extension ofQp with residue field F.
• Let f be a normalized cuspidal Hecke eigenform, the field of Fourier coefficients of f is
the extension of Q generated by the Fourier coefficients of the q-expansion of f and is
denoted by Q(f). This is a number field. The ring of integers of Q(f) is denoted by Of
and its completion at a finite prime v ofQ(f) is denoted byOf,v .
• The residual representation ρ¯ satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. The adjoint repre-
sentation Ad0ρ¯ is the F[GQ]module of trace zero matrices
Ad0ρ¯ =
{(
a b
c −a
)
| a, b, c ∈ F
}
where g ∈ GQ acts through conjugation via ρ¯
g ·X = ρ¯(g)Xρ¯(g)−1.
• Associated to a normalized Hecke-eigenform f and a prime p|p of the field of Fourier
coefficientsQ(f) is the associated p-adic Galois representation
ρf,p : GQ → GL2(Of,p).
• LetK = W (F)[1/p] and let σ ∈ Gal(K/Q) denote the Frobenius automorphism ofK .
• RepfK(GQp) is the category of finite dimensional continuousGQp representations overK .
• Repf(GQp) is the category of finite lengthW (F)[GQp]-modules.
• LetC be the category of finitely generated noetherian localW (F) algebrasRwithmaximal
ideal m and a prescribed mod m isomorphism R/m
∼
−→ F. We shall refer to C as the
category of coefficient rings overW (F). A map f : (R1,m1) → (R2,m2) in C is a map
of local rings compatible with reduction isomorphisms. Let Cf be the full subcategory of
finite length algebras.
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• LetZ be a finite set of primes containing S andM an F[GQ,Z ]-module, for i = 0, 1, 2, the
X
i-group is the kernel of the restriction map
X
i
Z(M) := ker{H
1(GQ,Z,M)→
⊕
l∈Z
H1(GQl,M)}.
• The functor of crystalline weight 2 deformations of ρ¯ is a functor
F : C → Sets
on C by F(R) consists of all deformations ρ : GQp → GL2(R) of ρ¯ that are crystalline
and with determinant det ρ = χ.
3. Recollections on the Fontaine-Laffaille Functor
In this section, we review some properties of the Fontaine-Laffaille functor and make prepara-
tions to describe a fixed slope subfunctor of the functor of flat deformations of ρ¯↾GQp . The standard
references for this section are [FL82] and [Pat06].
LetK = W (F)[1/p] and σ ∈ Gal(K/Qp) the Frobenius element and letCp denote the com-
pletion of Q¯p w.r.t the valuation vp. We choose a distinguished element
ε = (εi) ∈ O
♭
Cp
:= lim←−
x 7→xp
OCp/p
for which ε0 6= 1 is a p-th root of unity. For x ∈ O
♭
Cp
let [x] denote the Teichmüller lift of
x in W (O♭Cp). The continuous Galois-equivariant ring homomorphism θ : W (O
♭
Cp
) → O♭Cp ,
defined by θ
(∑
i[x
(i)]pi
)
:=
∑
i x
(i)
0 p
i is open and surjective, the kernel of which is a principal
ideal generated by a special element ξ ∈ W (O♭Cp) with some key properties stated in [BC09,
Proposition 4.4.3]. Let Acris denote the divided power envelope ofW (O♭Cp) with respect to the
ideal ker θ, in other words, Acris = W (O♭Cp)[ξ
m/m!]m≥1. The p-adic completion B
+
cris is a local
ringwith residue fieldCp and its valuation and the crystalline period ringBcris is then defined to be
the ring obtained on inverting the period t := log[ε] ∈ Acris. The period ring Bcris := B
+
cris[1/t]
has an induced Galois stable filtration ofQp vector spaces given by F
iBcris := t
iAcris.
Definition 3.1. A filtered ϕ-moduleM is aK vector space equipped with a semilinear bijective
map ϕ with respect to σ and a decreasing filtration {F iM}. For this filtration, F iM = M for
i≪ 0 and F iM = 0 for i≫ 0.
Fontaine’s crystalline period functor Dcris from Rep
f
K(GQp) to the category of finitely filtered
ϕ-modules is defined as follows, for V ∈ RepfK(GQp)
Dcris(V ) :=
(
V ⊗Qp Bcris
)GQp
with filtration
F iDcris(V ) :=
(
V ⊗Qp F
iBcris
)GQp .
The representation V is crystalline if
dimK V = dimK Dcris(V ).
A filtered ϕ-module V is weakly-admissible if and only if there exists a W (F)-lattice M ⊂ V
with induced filtration F iM = M ∩ F iV for which
(1) ϕ(F iM) ⊆ piM
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(2)
∑
i p
−iϕ(F iM) = M .
Theorem A of [CF00] asserts that to a crystalline representation ρ, the ϕ-module Dcris(Vρ) is
weakly-admissible and all weakly-admissible ϕ-modules arise this way.
Definition 3.2. A filtered DieudonnéW (F)-module also known as a Fontaine-Laffaille Module
it is furnished with a decreasing, exhaustive, separated filtration of W (F)-submodules {F iM}
and for each integer i a σ-semilinear map
ϕi = ϕiM : F
iM →M
such that
(1) the following compatibility relation is satisfied ϕi+1 = pϕi,
(2)
∑
i ϕ
i(F iM) = M .
Denote by ϕ = ϕ0 : M →M .
A map f : (M,ϕiM) → (N,ϕ
i
N) of Fontaine-Laffaille modules is aW (F)-module map such
that f(F iM) ⊆ F iN and ϕiN ◦ f↾F iM = f ◦ ϕ
i
M .
Definition 3.3. LetMF
f
tor denote the category of finite length Fontaine-LaffaillemodulesMwith
morphisms satisfying the conditions alluded to above. For a < b let MF
f,[a,b]
tor let the full subcate-
gory of MF
f
tor whose underlying modulesM satisfy F
aM = M and F bM = 0.
Let Repf(GQp) is the category of continuous W (F)[GQp] modules that are finite-length Zp-
modules. Fontaine and Laffaille in [FL82] showed that MF
f
tor and MF
f,[a,b]
tor are abelian categories
and defined a contravariant functor
US : MF
f,[0,p]
tor → Rep
f(GQp).
Definition 3.4. LetM ∈ MF[a,b]tor , its dualM
∗ ∈ MF[1−b,1−a]tor is the module
M∗ = HomW (F)(M,K/W (F))
with filtration
F i(M∗) = HomW (F)(M/F
1−iM,K/W (F)).
We proceed to describe the maps ϕiM∗ : F
i(M∗) → M∗. Let f ∈ F i(M∗) and m ∈ M .
SinceM =
∑
j ϕ
j
M(F
jM), the elementm may be represented as a summ =
∑
j ϕ
j
M(mj). To
prescribe ϕiM∗(f)(m) it suffices to define ϕ
i
M∗(f)(ϕ
j
M(mj)). These are taken as follows
ϕiM∗(f)(ϕ
j
M(mj)) =
{
0 for j > −i;
f(p−i−jmj) for j ≤ −i.
The reader may check that the maps ϕiM∗ are well defined. We now describe Tate-twists.
Definition 3.5. For an object M ∈ MFf,[a,b]tor and m ∈ Z, the m-fold Tate twist of M is the
moduleM(m) ∈ MFf,[a+m,b+m]tor whose underlying module isM and F
i(M(m)) = F i−m(M)
and ϕiM = ϕ
i−m
M(m).
We proceed to describe the covariant adaptations of the Fontaine-Laffaille functorwhich satisfy
a suitable compatibility relation with the tensor product. This makes these functors more suitable
to work with.
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Definition 3.6. We let
T : MF
[2−p,1]
tor → Rep
f(GQp)
defined by T(M) = US(M
∗). We define
T1 : MF
[3−p,2]
tor → Rep
f(GQp)
by T1(M) := US(M
∗(1)).
We now collect a few facts about the functors T and T1.
Fact 3.7. The functor T is full and faithful and as a consequence, so is T1.
Fact 3.8. For each objectM of MF
[2−p,1]
tor ,
lengthW (F)M = lengthW (F)T(M) = lengthW (F)T1(M).
Let C be the category of finitely generated noetherian local W (F)-algebras R with maximal
ideal m and a prescribed mod m isomorphism R/m
∼
−→ F and refer to C as the category of coef-
ficient rings overW (F). A map f : (R1,m1) → (R2,m2) in C is a map of local rings compatible
with reduction isomorphisms. Let Cf be the full subcategory of finite-length algebras.
Definition 3.9. For R ∈ C, a deformation ρ : GQ → GL2(R) of ρ¯ is said to be crystalline if for
every finite-length quotientR′ ofR in C the pushforward ρ⊗RR′ lies in the essential image of T .
The residual representation ρ¯ : GQp → AutFp(Vρ¯) is flat, and consequently, there existsM0 ∈
MF
[0,2]
tor such that T1(M0) ≃ Vρ¯. This is shown for instance in [Ram93].
Definition 3.10. Define the functor
F : C → Sets
on C byF(R) consists of all deformations ρ : GQ → GL2(R) of ρ¯ that are flat and with determi-
nant det ρ = χ.
The restrictionof this functor toCf has the followingdescription: an object ofF(R) forR ∈ Cf
can be identified with T1(M) forM ∈ MF
f
tor . In fact,M ∈ MF
f,[0,2]
tor and as T1 is full and faithful,
the R action on the free R-module T1(M) carries over to a faithful R action onM . In greater
detail, if r ∈ R, the endomorphism induced by multiplication by r on T1(M) is an R[GQp]-
module endomorphism. Also since T1 is full and faithful, this multiplication by r endomorphism
concides with an endomorphism
T−11 (r) : M → M
in MF
[2−p,1]
tor , i.e.
• T−11 (r) : M →M is aW (F)-module endomorphism
• T−11 (r)(M
i) ⊆M i
• ϕi ◦ T−11 (r)↾M i = T
−1
1 (r) ◦ ϕ
i.
Denote ϕ0 by ϕ and W (F)-algebra of ϕ equivariant W (F)-module homomorphisms of M by
Endϕ(M). As a consequence of the faithfulness of T1, we obtain a ring homomorphism
T−11 : R→ Endϕ(M)
taking r ∈ R to the endomorphism T−11 (r). We summarize these observations by saying thatM
is an R-module in the category MFftor . In particular, it is an R[ϕ]-module and that the R action
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on M is uniquely determined by that on T1(M) and preserves the filtration on M . In fact the
module M can be canonically identified with a free R-module of rank 2. The following result
follows from Lemma 4.2 in [Pat06] where the analogous result for the functor T is stated. That the
same implication is true for T1 is because T1(M) = T(M(−1)).
Proposition 3.11. Let R ∈ Cf and M ∈ MF[0,2]tor with T1(M) ∈ F(R). With respect to the R-
module structure onM induced from the R-module structure on the rank 2 free R-module T1(M),M
is also a freeR-module of rank 2 and ϕ : M →M is anR linear endomorphism.
Definition 3.12. LetR ∈ Cf andM ∈ MF
[0,2]
tor with T1(M) ∈ F(R). Note that by Proposition
3.11, the R-moduleM is free of rank 2. The R-linear operator ϕ := ϕ0 thus may be described
by a 2 × 2 matrix with entries in R. The trace of ϕ is the sum of the diagonal elements of this
matrix. We denote the trace by trϕ↾M , or sometimes to ease notation when working with Galois
representations we use trϕ↾T1(M) interchangeably.
Fact 3.13. Let R ∈ Cf , we use R to refer to an object of MFftor which is concentrated in degree
zero and ϕ0 is the identity. Then T(R) = R with trivial Galois action. Let α ∈ AutW (F)(R), we
denote byR(α) the object concentrated at 0 and with ϕ0 = α. Then T(R(α)) is theR-module of
rank 1 with unramified GQp-action by α
−1 (see Lemma 4.6 [Pat06]).
Definition 3.14. LetR ∈ Cf andA,B ∈ MFftor beR-modules such that theR-module action is
compatible with theW (F)-action, the filtrations andϕi-maps. The tensor productA⊗R B has a
natural filtrationFm(A⊗RB) =
⊕
i+j=m F
i(A)⊗RF j(B) andϕmA⊗RB =
⊕
i+j=m ϕ
i
A⊗Rϕ
j
B .
Lemma 3.15. Let A ∈ MFf,[0,2]tor and B ∈ MF
f,[0,1]
tor and R ∈ C
f such that T1(A) and T (B) have
the structure of R[GQp]-modules compatible with theirW (F)[GQp]-module structure. Then, there is an
isomorphism of R[GQp]-modules T1(A)⊗R T(B)
∼
−→ T1(A⊗R B).
Proof. This statement follows from Lemma 4.3 of [Pat06]. 
Let g : R1 → R2 be a map of coefficient rings in Cf and T1(M1) ∈ F(R1). The push-forward
of T1(M1) toF(R2) is g∗T1(M1) := T1(M1)⊗R1 R2. It follows from Lemma 3.15 that there is
an R2[GQp]-module isomorphism T1(M1) ⊗R1 R2 ≃ T1(M1 ⊗R1 R2) and as a result, we may
identify g∗T1(M1) with T1(M2) where M2 := M1 ⊗R1 R2. The following relation comes as a
consequence of this identification.
Proposition 3.16. With respect to notation introduced above, for ̺ ∈ F(R1), the following relation
holds
(3.1) trϕ↾g∗̺ = g (trϕ↾̺) .
4. The Fixed-Slope Functor
We recall thatK = W (F)[1/p]with Frobeniusσ andN > 0 coprime to p. Let f ∈ S2(Γ1(N))
be a normalized eigenform with nebentype character ψ. Let p|p in the number field generated by
the Fourier coefficients Q(f) of f . The p-adic Galois representation ρf,p : GQ → GL2(Of,p)
whereOf,p is the valuation ring ofQ(f)p with residue field k(p). Assume that the following con-
ditions are satisfied
(1) ρf,p is supersingular, i.e f is supersingular at p,
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(2) Q(f)p embeds in K , or in other words, the residue field k(p) ⊆ F and the ramification
index of e(p|p) = 1,
(3) ρf,p lifts ρ¯.
In addition to these conditions, sinceM is coprime to p it follows that ρf,p satisifes the flat de-
formation condition. We have not made any assumptions on the slope of ιp(ap(f)) except that
it is positive. Let Vf denote the 2-dimensional p-adic GQp-representation induced by f . This
representation is flat and in particular, crystalline and hence,
dimK Dcris(Vf) = dimK Vf = 2.
The following theorem is alluded to in [BG09] and follows from the main theorem of [Sai97].
Theorem 4.1. The characteristic polynomial of ϕ on the 2 dimensionalK vector space Dcris(Vf) is
ch(X) = X2 − ιp(ap)X + ψ(p)p
k−1.
In order to describe a fixed slope deformation condition we proceed to describe the notion of
the slope of any flat deformation of ρ¯↾GQp to any Artinian coefficient ringR
GQp GL2(F).
GL2(R)
ρ¯↾GQp
̺
The following result gives us control on the p-adic valuation of ιp(ap(f)) via torsion Fontaine-
Laffaille theory.
Proposition 4.2. Let ρ : GQ → GL2(W (F)/pm) be a flat deformation of ρ¯ such that there exists a
cuspidal Hecke eigenform f ∈ S2(Γ1(M)) of levelM coprime to p such that ρf,p lifts ρ
GQp GL2(W (F)/p
m).
GL2(W (F))
ρ
ρf,p
Then trϕ↾ρ = ιp(ap(f)) mod p
m.
Proof. Let Vf = Vf,p be the underlying vector space on which GQp acts via ρf,p and let L ≃
W (F) ⊕W (F) be the Galois stable submodule of Vf . The moduleM := lim←−n T
−1
1 (L/p
nL) is
equippedwith aϕ-actionwhich is by definition the inverse limit of theϕ0-actions onT−11 (L/p
nL)
for n ≥ 1. It follows from Proposition 3.11 thatM is a free module of rank 2 overW (F). Fol-
lowing [Hat18] we denote by Tˆ
∗
cris(M) := HomMF (M,Acris) with its induced GQp-action. If
we show that there is a GQp-equivariant isomorphism
(4.1) L⊗W (F) K ≃ HomW (F)(Tˆ
∗
cris(M),W (F)(1))⊗W (F) K
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it follows from Theorem 2.11 of [Hat18] that there is a ϕ-equivariant isomorphism Dcris(Vf) ≃
M⊗W (F) K . In greater detail, letting V := Tˆ
∗
cris(M)⊗W (F) K , Theorem 2.11 of [Hat18] states
that Dcris(V
∗) ≃M⊗W (F) K as ϕ-modules. On the other hand, it would follow from 4.1 that
V ∗ =HomK(V,K(1))
≃HomW (F)(Tˆ
∗
cris(M),W (F)(1))⊗W (F) K
≃L⊗W (F) K ≃ Vf .
The statement of the proposition follows from this and Theorem 4.1, and all that remains to be
proved is the isomorphism 4.1.
Following [Hat18] US ≃ T
∗
cris where T
∗
cris is prescribed by
T∗cris(M) = HomMF (M, lim−→
n
Acris/p
n),
and thus,
T1(M) = HomW (F)(T
∗
cris(M), K/W (F)(1)).
We now proceed to show 4.1. We observe that
HomW (F)(Tˆ
∗
cris(M),W (F)(1))
=HomW (F)(HomMF (M,Acris),W (F)(1))
≃HomW (F)(HomMF (M,Acris)⊗W (F) K/W (F), K/W (F)(1))
≃HomW (F)(lim−→
n
HomMF (M,Acris)/p
n, K/W (F)(1)).
On the other hand,
L ≃ lim←−
m
T1(T
−1
1 (Lm))
≃ lim←−
m
HomW (F)(HomMF (T
−1
1 (Lm), lim−→
n
Acris/p
n), K/W (F)(1))
≃HomW (F)(lim−→
m
HomMF (T
−1
1 (Lm), lim−→
n
Acris/p
n), K/W (F)(1))
≃HomW (F)(lim−→
m
HomMF (M/p
m, lim−→
n
Acris/p
n), K/W (F)(1))
≃HomW (F)(lim−→
m
HomMF (M,Acris/p
m), K/W (F)(1)).
The GQp-equivariant inclusion
lim−→
n
HomMF (M,Acris)/p
n →֒ lim−→
n
HomMF (M,Acris/p
n)
induces a GQp-equivariant surjection
L⊗W (F) K ։ HomW (F)(Tˆ
∗
cris(M),W (F)(1))⊗W (F) K ≃ V
∗.
On the other hand, we observe that
dimK L⊗W (F) K = rankW (F)L = 2
and
dimK V
∗ ≥ dimK Dcris(V
∗) = dimKM⊗W (F) K = 2,
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and thus this surjection must be an isomorphism. 
Definition 4.3. ForR ∈ Cf with maximal idealmR and λ ∈ Z≥1 we define
Fλ(R) ⊆ (F × Aˆ1)(R) = F(R)×mR
the set of pairs (ρ, U) such that ρ lifts ρ¯|GQp
trϕ↾ρ = p
λ(1 + U).
ThatFλ is a functor follows from equation 3.1.
We recall that it is a consequence of a theorem of Ramakrishna that F is pro-represented by
R = W (F)[|X|] (see [FM95, Theorem B2]). The functor F ×SpecW (F) Aˆ
1 is represented by the
fibered product
SpecR×SpecW (F) Aˆ
1 ≃ SpecW (F)[|X, Y |].
Let I be an ideal inR = W (F)[|X|] such thatR/I is Artinian. Let ρR be the universal represen-
tation representingF and let ρR/I be the associated mod I . Let I ′ be an ideal which contains I ,
then by equation 3.1,
trϕ|ρR/I′ = trϕ|ρR/I mod I
′,
letΦ(X) ∈ R = W (F)[|X|] be the limit over ideals I for whichR/I is Artinian
Φ(X) := lim←−
I
trϕ|ρR/I .
The functorFλ is represented by
XFλ = SpecR˜
λ = Spec
(
W (F)[|X, Y |]
(Φ(X)− pλ(1 + Y ))
)
.
LetmR be the maximal ideal ofR = W (F)[|X|], we observe that
trϕ|ρ¯ = Φ(X) modmR.
It follows from the theorem of Khare andWintenberger that ρ¯ = ρ¯g,q where g is a cuspidal Hecke
eigenform and q|p is a prime in the field of Fourier coefficientsQ(g). Since ρ¯↾GQp is irreducible,
g is supersingular at q, i.e. p|ιq(ap(g)). It follows from Proposition 4.2 the trace of the residual
representation trϕ|ρ¯ = 0 and as a consequenceΦ(X) ∈ mR. The projection to the second factor
is a natural transformation π2 : F ×SpecW (F) Aˆ
1 → Aˆ1 and restricts to a natural transformation
π2 : Fλ → Aˆ1 which induces the map ofW (F)-algebras
π∗2 : W (F)[|Y |]→ R˜
λ =
W (F)[|X, Y |]
(Φ(X)− pλ(1 + Y ))
for which π∗2(Y ) = Y mod(Φ(X)− p
λ(1 + Y )).
Proposition 4.4. The map π∗2 is an isomorphism ofW (F)-algebras and thus F
λ is representable by a
power series ring in one variable overW (F).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.2 the trace of the residual representation trϕ|ρ¯ = 0 and as a
consequence Φ(X) ∈ mR. The map π
∗
2 is an isomorphism provided the coefficient ofX in the
power series expansion of Φ(X) is a unit. In greater detail, suppose that the coefficient ofX in
the power series expansion ofΦ(X) is a unit, then, π∗2 is injective since Φ(X) 6= 0. On the other
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hand since the coefficient ofX is a unit, we may writeX as a power series with coefficients in Y .
In other words,X will lie in the image of π∗2 and therefore the π
∗
2 will be surjective as well.
We proceed to prove that the coefficient of X is a unit. Let M0 ∈ MF
f,[0,2]
tor be such that
T1(M0) ≃ ρ¯|GQp . Choose a basis {e, k} ofM0 such that k spans F
1M0. The Fontaine-Laffaille
moduleM0 is characterized by a single matrix
(
a c
b d
)
∈ M2(F) where
ϕ0(e) = ae+ bk and ϕ1(k) = ce+ dk.
The relationϕ0
↾F 1M0
= pϕ1 = 0 implies that ϕ0(f) = 0. The trace a = trϕ|ρ¯|GQp
= 0 since ρ¯|GQp
is supersingular. Let M˜0 be a Fontaine-Laffaille module of dimension 4 over F provided with the
structure of a freeF[ǫ]-module which we proceed to describe. We let M˜0 = F[ǫ] · e˜⊕F[ǫ] · k˜ with
filtration and ϕi defined as follows:
• F 0M˜0 := M˜0, F 1M˜0 := F[ǫ] · k˜ and F 2M˜0 := 0,
• the maps ϕj for j = 0, 1 are F[ǫ]-module maps, which similar toM0 is characterized by a
matrix
(
a˜ c˜
b˜ d˜
)
∈ M2(F[ǫ]) where
ϕ0(e˜) = a˜ · e˜+ b˜ · k˜ and ϕ1(k˜) = c˜ · e˜ + d˜ · k˜.
We further assume that r˜ lifts r for r ∈ {a, b, c, d}, then the mapQ : M˜0 →M0 mapping e˜ 7→ e
and f˜ 7→ f is a map of Fontaine-Laffaille modules since ϕj ◦ Q = Q ◦ ϕj for j = 0, 1.
It follows from previous discussions that T1(M˜0) is a rank 2Galois representation ̺which lifts
ρ¯|GQp
GQp GL2(F).
GL2(F[ǫ])
ρ¯↾Gp
̺
We observe that trϕ|̺ = a˜ ∈ F[ǫ] lifts a = 0. The element a˜ is thus in fact invariant in the
isomorphism class of M˜0. We simply specify M˜0 by choosing the matrix
(
a˜ c˜
b˜ d˜
)
such that
a˜ 6= 0, clearly such a choice can be made. The Galois representation ̺ coincides with aW (F)-
algebra homomorphismH̺ : R → F[ǫ] such that
H̺(Φ(X)) = Φ(H̺(X)) = a˜ 6= 0.
This implies that the coefficient ofX in the expansion ofΦ(X) is a unit fromwhich the statement
of the Proposition follows. 
5. The Local Deformation Condition at p
Throughout this section we fix a choice of λ ∈ Z≥1. Let Cλp be the sub-functor ofF prescribed
by
(5.1) Cλp := image{F
λ → F},
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and thus
Cλp (R) = {ρ ∈ F(R) | there exists U ∈ mR such that trϕ|ρ = p
λ(1 + U)}.
We shall prescribe the deformation condition Cλp in applying the Ramakrishna method of lifting
the global representation ρ¯. We observe that if f =
∑
n≥1 anq
n is an eigenform with field of
Fourier coefficients Kf and p|p is a prime of Kf such that the ramification index e(p|p) = 1,
then if the associated representation ̺ = ρf,p is a characteristic zero deformation of ρ¯
GQ GL2(F).
GL2(W (F))
ρ¯
̺
such that ̺↾GQp ∈ C
λ
p , then it follows that ιp(ap) = trϕ|̺ = p
λ(1+U) for someU ∈ Zp for which
p|U and consequently, the slope of ap is λ.
We shall show that ρ¯ lifts to a geometric representation ρ, it follows from the results of Kisin
[Kis09] that such a representation ρ is modular, i.e. there exists an eigenform f and a prime p|p in
Kf for which e(p|p) = 1 such that ρ = ρf,p. We proceed to provide a brief outline of the lifting
strategy which is an adaptation of that in [Ram02].
There are several steps in the lifting construction:
(1) we show that the local deformation condition Cλp is liftable and that there is a one dimen-
sional spaceN λp ⊂ H
1(Gp,Ad
0ρ¯) such that for anyN > λ, deformation ̺ of ρ¯|GQp ,
GQp GL2(F).
GL2(W (F)/p
N)
ρ¯|GQp
̺
andX ∈ N λp , the twist
(Id+ pN−1X)̺ ∈ Cλp (W (F)/p
N).
(2) At primes l ∈ S/{p}we specify local liftable deformation conditions (see [Ram02])Cl with
tangent spacesNl ⊆ H1(GQl, Ad
0ρ¯) for which
dimNl = dimH
0(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯).
At a prime l /∈ S which is a nice prime, wemay choose the local deformation condition for
ρ¯|GQl denoted by Cl and a tangent spaceNl specified in [Ram02], we recall that
dimNl = dimH
0(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯).
(3) We show that for a certain finite set of primesX containing S , such thatX/S consists of
nice primes defined in loc. cit., one may exhibit a lift of ρ¯ to a mod pλ+2 representation
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ρλ+2
GQ,X GL2(F).
GL2(W (F)/p
λ+2)
ρ¯
ρλ+2
such that for l ∈ X , ρλ+2↾GQl
∈ Cl.
(4) We lift ρλ+2 to a geometric representation one step at a time. Suppose that ρm is a lift of
ρλ+2 form ≥ λ+ 2 which
• is unramified at all primes l /∈ X ,
• for l ∈ X , the local representation ρm|GQl
∈ Cl,
we lift ρm to ρm+1 such that ρm+1 satisifes the same conditions
GQ GL2(W (F)/p
λ+2).
GL2(W (F)/p
m)
GL2(W (F)/p
m+1)
ρλ+2
ρm
ρm+1
This can be done for anym for an enlarged choice of primesX , the argument goes back to
Ramakrishna. The key step involves showing that a set of nice primesX/S may be chosen
so that the associated dual Selmer group
H1N⊥(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯∗) := ker{H1(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯∗)
res
−→
⊕
l
H1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯∗)/N⊥l }
is zero. As a result of the local deformation conditions being large enough, i.e. the dimen-
sions ofNl for l ∈ X being as specified, it follows that we are in a balanced setting, i.e. the
dimensions of the Selmer and dual Selmer groups match
dimH1N (GQ,X,Ad
0ρ¯) = dimH1N⊥(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯∗).
We show that the Selmer group can be made to vanish on choosing the appropriate auxil-
iary primesX/S.
To complete the proof of the main theorem only steps 1 and 3 require some argument, we refer
to [Ram02] for a complete description of the steps 2 and 4. In this section we lay out some of the
properties which Cλp satisfies and fully establish step 1. In the next section we shall do so for step
3.
Definition 5.1. We say that a sub-functorF ′ ofF is a deformation condition if the following condi-
tions 1 to 3 are satisfied, and thatF ′ is a liftable deformation condition if condition 4 is also satisfied:
(1) F ′(F) = ρ¯↾GQp .
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(2) LetR1 andR2 be in C, ρ1 ∈ F ′(R1) and ρ2 ∈ F ′(R2). Let I1 be an ideal inR1 and I2 an
ideal inR2 such that there is an isomorphism α : R1/I1
∼
−→ R2/I2 satisfying
α(ρ1 mod I1) = ρ2 mod I2.
LetR3 be the fibred product
R3 = {(r1, r2) | α(r1 mod I1) = r2 mod I2}
and ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 the inducedR3-representation, then ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 ∈ F ′(R3).
(3) Let R ∈ C with maximal ideal mR. If ρ ∈ F(R) and ρ ∈ F
′(R/mnR) for all n > 0 it
follows that ρ ∈ F ′(R). In other words, the functorF ′ is continuous.
(4) Let R ∈ C and I an ideal such that I.mR = 0. Then for ρ ∈ F ′(R/I) there exists
ρ′ ∈ F ′(R) such that ρ = ρ′ mod I .
Proposition 5.2. The subfunctor Cλp ofF is a liftable deformation condition.
Proof. We proceed to check the conditions of Definition 5.1.
Condition 1 requires that Cλp (F) = ρ¯|GQp , is shown by only observing that C
λ
p (F) is nonempty.
The condition requiring trϕ|ρ¯ = p
λ(1 + U) is clearly satisfied since trϕ|ρ¯ = 0 and λ ≥ 1 and
hence pλ(1 + U) = 0 as well.
We next check condition 2. Let Rj and Ij for j = 1, 2 and α : R1/I2
∼
−→ R2/I2 be as in
condition 2. Suppose that ρj ∈ Cλp (Rj) for j = 1, 2 such that
α(ρ1 mod I1) = ρ2 mod I2.
By assumption there exist Uj ∈ mRj for j = 1, 2 such that
trϕ|ρj = p
λ(1 + Uj).
Let U¯j denote the reduction of Uj modulo AnnRj (p
λ) in Rj/AnnRj (p
λ). Let R3 be the fibred
product
R3 = {(r1, r2) | α(r1 mod I1) = r2 mod I2}
and ρ3 the induced R3-representation. We have that trϕ|ρ3 = p
λ(1 + U1, 1 + U2) ∈ R3. Since
pλ(1 + U1, 1 + U2) ∈ R3 see that (U¯1, U¯2) ∈ R3/AnnR3(p
λ) where we identify
R3/AnnR3(p
λ) ={(r¯1, r¯2) ∈ R1/AnnR1(p
λ)× R2/AnnR2(p
λ)
| α(r¯1 mod(pR1 + I1)) = r¯2 mod(pR2 + I2)}.
We choose a lift (U¯1, U¯2) ∈ R3/pλR3 to V = (V1, V2) ∈ R3. We observe that for j = 1, 2 since
Vj − Uj ∈ AnnRj (p
λ),
pλ(1 + Vj) = p
λ(1 + Uj)
and we conclude that
trϕ|ρ3 = p
λ(1 + V )
and consequently ρ3 ∈ Cλp (R3).
Condition 3 is an immediate consequence ofF being a deformation condition. By Proposition
4.4 it follows that the functorFλ ≃ Aˆ1 and thus it follows that condition 4 is satisfied. 
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Proposition 5.3. Let λ ∈ Z≥1 andN λp ⊆ H
1(GQp,Ad
0ρ¯) be the one-dimensional tangent space to
the flat deformation functor (which is independent of λ). The spaceN λp stabilizes mod p
m lifts of ρ¯↾GQp
in Cλp form > λ+ 1. In other words, form > λ+ 1,X ∈ N
λ
p and ̺m ∈ C
λ
p (W (F)/p
m), the twist
(Id+ pm−1X)̺m ∈ C
λ
p (W (F)/p
m).
Proof. Recall thatN λp is the subspace ofH
1(GQp,Ad
0ρ¯) that constitutes the tangent space to the
functor of flat deformations (cf. [Ram02]) and thatN λp is one-dimensional and is independent of
λ. The p deformations ̺(i) = (Id+ pm−1Xi)̺m asXi ranges overN λp as i = 1, . . . , p are flat de-
formations of ̺m−1 = ̺m mod p
m−1. For ease of notation, we denote by ̺′ := ̺mmod p
m−λ−1
as is depicted below
GQp GL2(W (F)/p
m−λ−1).
GL2(W (F)/p
m)
̺′
̺m
Since ̺m ∈ Cλp there exists U ∈ W (F)/p
m such that trϕ|̺m = p
λ(1 + U). Setting U ′ = U
mod pm−λ−1 we observe that (̺m, U) is a lift of (̺
′, U ′).
We choose U1, . . . , Up ∈ W (F)/pm such that Uj ≡ U mod pm−λ−1 and such that they are
all distinct modulo pm−λ. Since Uj ≡ U mod pm−λ−1 it follows that
pλ(1 + Uj) ≡ p
λ(1 + U) mod pm−1.
On the other hand, since Uj are distinct modulo p
m−λ it follows that pλ(1 + Uj) are distinct
mod pm. Let U¯j = Uj mod p
m−1, the pair (̺m−1, U¯j) ∈ F
λ(W (F)/pm−1) for j = 1, . . . , p.
The functor Fλ ≃ Aˆ1 and thus in particular, there exists a lift (˜̺(j), Qj) ∈ Fλ(W (F)/pm) of
(̺m−1, U¯j).
We observe that ˜̺(j) ∈ Cλp (W (F)/p
m) since (˜̺(j), Qj) ∈ Fλ(W (F)/pm) and the set of defor-
mations ˜̺(j) are deformations of ̺m−1 for j = 1, . . . , p. We show that ˜̺
(j) are distinct deforma-
tions. The result will follow from this since it shall follow that
{̺(j) | j = 1, . . . , p} = { ˜̺(j) | j = 1, . . . , p} ⊆ Cλp (W (F)/p
m)
and therefore, ̺(j) ∈ Cλp (W (F)/p
m). ForX ∈ N λp = {X1, . . . , Xp} we have thatX = Xk for
some choice of k and the twist (Id+ pm−1X)̺m = ̺
(k) ∈ Cλp (W (F)/p
m).
Therefore, to conclude the proof, we proceed to show that for i 6= j, the deformations of ̺m−1
are not strictly equivalent deformations, ˜̺(i) 6≃ ˜̺(j). Since λ ≥ 1 andQj ≡ Uj mod pm−1 (they
are both lifts of U¯j ) it follows that
trϕ| ˜̺(j) = p
λ(1 +Qj) = p
λ(1 + Uj)
and likewise,
trϕ| ˜̺(i) = p
λ(1 +Qi) = p
λ(1 + Ui).
Since Ui 6≡ Uj mod pm−λ it follows that
trϕ| ˜̺(i) = p
λ(1 + Ui) 6= p
λ(1 + Uj) = trϕ| ˜̺(j)
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and therefore, ˜̺(i) 6≃ ˜̺(j). The proof is now complete. 
6. Lifting to mod pλ+2
In this section we show that ρ¯may be lifted a mod pλ+2 representation ρλ+2
GQ GL2(F).
GL2(W (F)/p
λ+2)
ρ¯
ρλ+2
Definition 6.1. A prime l is said to be a nice prime if
(1) l 6≡ ±1 mod p,
(2) ρ¯ is unramified at l,
(3) ρ¯(σl) has eigenvalues whose ratio equals l.
At a nice prime l, there is a smooth deformation condition Cl forwhichwe refer to as Ramakrishna
deformations. They were introduced in [Ram02]. A deformation of ρ¯|GQl is said to be nice if it lies
in Cl. The tangent space of Cl at a nice prime l is denoted byNl.
We enlarge the set of primes S so that theX-groupsX1S(Ad
0ρ¯) andX2S(Ad
0ρ¯) are both triv-
ial. For further details, the readermay refer to loc. cit. At every prime l ∈ S we prescribe a smooth
local deformation condition Cl with tangent spaceNl such that dimNl = dimH
0(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯) as
in loc. cit. At the prime p we let Cλp be the deformation condition 5.1 andN
λ
p ⊆ H
1(GQp,Ad
0ρ¯)
the one-dimensional space of Proposition 5.3.
Suppose thatm ≤ λ and ρm is a mod pm lift of ρ¯ which is unramified outside a finite set. We
seek to replace ρm by a twist ρ
′
m = (Id+ p
m−1Z)ρm by a global cohomology class Z which does
lift to some ρm+1 as depicted
GQ GL2(W (F)/p
m).
GL2(W (F)/p
m+1)
ρ′m
ρm+1
Furthermore we seek to do so so that ρm+1 like ρm is ramified outside finitely many primes.
Assume thatm ≥ 2. Suppose that Xm is a finite set of primes containing the primes above p,
the set of primes S and the set of primes at which ρm is ramified. Let Zm be a finite set of nice
primes disjoint fromXm, chosen so that a twist of ρm lifts to ρm+1 such that ρm+1 is unramified
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outsideXm+1 := Zm ∪Xm. For ease of notation we replace ρm by this twist,
GQ,Xm+1 GL2(W (F)/p
m).
GL2(W (F)/p
m+1)
ρm
ρm+1
We may arrive at a collection of nice primes Zm by applying the method of Khare, Larsen and
Ramakrishna from [KLR05].
At each prime l ∈ Xn there is a choice of a local cohomology class zl ∈ H
1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯) such
that the twist (Id+ pm−1zl)ρm ∈ Cl. Thus we arrive at a tuple
(zl)l∈Xm ∈
⊕
l∈Xm
H1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯).
If (zl)l is the image of a global cohomology class Z ∈ H
1(GQ,Xm,Ad
0ρ¯) then we may simply
replace ρm by its twist by Z ,
(Id+ pm−1Z)ρm.
Since the local representations
(Id+ pm−1Z)ρm↾GQl
∈ Cl
and Cl is a liftable deformation condition, the obstruction to lifting ρm lies inX2Xm(Ad
0ρ¯)which
we have arranged to be trivial. Therefore, if such a global cohomology class exists, a twist of ρm
by this global cohomology class lifts to ρm+1.
We make preparations to complete the argument in the case when there does not exist such a
global cohomology class Z .
Proposition 6.2. There exists a finite choice of primesXm+1 containingXm such that on replacing ρm
by its twist w.r.t a cohomology class f ∈ H1(GQ,Xm+1,Ad
0ρ¯), the twist (Id + pm−1ρm) lifts to ρm+1
which is unramified at all primes outside Xm+1. As a consequence, ρ¯ lifts to ρλ+2 which is unramified
outside a finite set of primesX = Xλ+2.
Proof. LetQ be a finite set of primes as in Lemma 8 of [KLR05] for which the restriction map
H1(GQ,Xm∪Q,Ad
0ρ¯)→
(
⊕l∈XmH
1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯)
)
⊕
(
⊕q∈QH
1
nr(GQq ,Ad
0ρ¯)
)
is an isomorphism. Therefore, there exists a cohomology class h ∈ H1(GQ,Xm∪Q,Ad
0ρ¯) such
that h↾GQl = zl and such that (Id + p
m−1h)ρm is nice at all primes q ∈ Q. By Corollory 11 of
[KLR05] there exists a finite set of ρm-nice primes V disjoint fromXm ∪Q such that there exists
a cohomology class g such that
• (Id+ pm−1(g + h))ρm is unramified outsideXm ∪Q ∪ V
• is unobstructed at all primes inXm ∪Q ∪ V .
We setXm+1 = Xm ∪ Q ∪ V , sinceX2Xm+1(Ad
0ρ¯) = 0, and there are no local obstructions to
lifting ρm the statement of the Proposition follows. 
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Proof. (of Theorem 1.1)
LetX be a finite set of primes for which ρ¯ lifts to ρλ+2 such that the ρλ+2↾GQl
∈ Cl for l ∈ X .
The Selmer condition {Nl}l∈X is balanced, i.e.
dimH1N (GQ,X,Ad
0ρ¯) = dimH1N⊥(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯∗).
It is shown for instance in [Ram02] that in this situation, on enlarging X by a finite set of nice
primes, the Selmer group and hence the dual Selmer group
H1N⊥(GQ,X,Ad
0ρ¯∗) = 0.
Consequently, from the Poitou Tate long exact sequence, we arrive at an isomorphism
(6.1) H1(GQ,S∪X ,Ad
0ρ¯)
∼
−→
⊕
l∈X
H1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯)/Nl.
Let ρm be a lift of ρλ+2 for m ≥ λ + 2. We lift ρm to ρm+1 by twisting ρm by a global coho-
mology class f ∈ H1(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯). In greater detail, for l ∈ X , there exists a class zl + Nl ∈
H1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯)/Nl such that for any representative zl ∈ H1(GQl,Ad
0ρ¯) of this class, the twist
(Id + pm−1zl)(ρm|GQl
) ∈ Cl. By the isomorphism 6.1 there is a global cohomology class Z ∈
H1(GQ,X ,Ad
0ρ¯) such that for all l ∈ X , Z↾GQl = zl. We replace ρm by its twist by Z , we observe
that (
(Id+ pm−1Z)ρm
)
↾GQl
∈ Cl
for all l ∈ X and hence is unobstructed at all primes l ∈ X . Since X2X(Ad
0ρ¯) = 0 it follows
that ρm does lift to ρm+1 where ρm+1 is unramified outside X . Once again replacing ρm+1 by
its twist by a suitable global cohomology class, we may assume further that ρm+1↾GQl
∈ Cl at all
primes l ∈ X . The main theorem therefore follows as ρλ+2 therefore lifts to a characterisitic
zero representation ρ for which ρ↾GQp ∈ C
λ
p and thus in particular, trϕ|ρ ∈ W (F) such that
vp(trϕ|ρ) = λ.
The representation ρ satisfies the conditions of Fontaine and Mazur and thus by [Kis09] there
is a supersingular normalized eigenform f ∈ S2(Γ1(N)) and a prime p|p of the field of Fourier
coefficientsQ(f) of f for which e(p|p) = 1, such that the associatedGalois representationρf,p ≃
ρ. In particular, ιp(ap) = trϕ|ρ and as a consequence, vp(ιp(ap)) = λ. Since ρf,p is flat when
restricted toGQp it follows that (N, p) = 1. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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